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Nazis-he led the international psychoanalytic movement, shifting its vortex from Vienna to London and spreading
its influence to Toronto, New York, and Boston. While negotiating the ferocious politics of the movement, Jones
also managed an imposing series of liaisons, including an heiress and her maid, analysands, and a “Druid Bride.”
Unlike Freud, he never had to wonder, “What do women want?”

The Life and Work of Sigmund Freud - Ernest Jones - 2019-08-09
Ernest Jones’s three-volume The Life and Work of Sigmund Freud was first published in the mid-1950s. This
edited and abridged volume omits the portions of the trilogy that dealt principally with the technical aspects of
Freud’s work and is designed for the lay reader. Jones portrays Freud’s childhood and adolescence; the
excitement and trials of his four-year engagement to Martha Bernays; his early experiments with hypnotism and
cocaine; the slow rise of his reputation and constant battles against distortion and slander; the painful defections
of close associates; the years of international eminence; the onset of cancer and his stoicism in the face of an
agonizing death. “One of the outstanding biographies of the age It gives us an unmatched — and unretouched —
portrait of Freud as a human being.” — The New York Times “The definitive life of Freud and one of the great
biographies of our time Charged with intellectual excitement, it is a chronicle of heroic struggle and adventurous
discovery.” — The Atlantic “A landmark of literature, a remarkable appreciation of one of the remarkable spirits of
the modern age.” — Scientific American “Superb drama Dr. Jones has managed to illuminate some obscure
corners of Freud’s first years with a thoroughness that would have astonished, and might well have dismayed, the
reticent and august Freud.” — The New Yorker “A masterpiece of contemporary biography The letters are also a
fascinating guide to the man. From them emerges suddenly a tough, jealous, ferocious figure.” — Time

Freud's Wizard - Brenda Maddox - 2009-04-27
The saturation of the English-speaking world with psychoanalytic concepts was due largely to one brilliant
analyst, Ernest Jones. As Freud's disciple, colleague, and biographer-and the man who rescued Freud from the
Nazis-he led the international psychoanalytic movement, shifting its vortex from Vienna to London and spreading
its influence to Toronto, New York, and Boston. While negotiating the ferocious politics of the movement, Jones
also managed an imposing series of liaisons, including an heiress and her maid, analysands, and a “Druid Bride.”
Unlike Freud, he never had to wonder, “What do women want?”
Ernest Jones, Introduction to a Biography - Albert Morton Shapiro - 1936
Ernest Jones, Introduction to a Biography - Albert Morton Shapiro - 1936
Swinging Into Golf - Ernest Jones - 2013-04-16
Many of the earliest books, particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before, are now extremely scarce and
increasingly expensive. We are republishing these classic works in affordable, high quality, modern editions, using
the original text and artwork.

The Life and Work of Sigmund Freud - Ernest Jones - 2019-08-09
Ernest Jones’s three-volume The Life and Work of Sigmund Freud was first published in the mid-1950s. This
edited and abridged volume omits the portions of the trilogy that dealt principally with the technical aspects of
Freud’s work and is designed for the lay reader. Jones portrays Freud’s childhood and adolescence; the
excitement and trials of his four-year engagement to Martha Bernays; his early experiments with hypnotism and
cocaine; the slow rise of his reputation and constant battles against distortion and slander; the painful defections
of close associates; the years of international eminence; the onset of cancer and his stoicism in the face of an
agonizing death. “One of the outstanding biographies of the age It gives us an unmatched — and unretouched —
portrait of Freud as a human being.” — The New York Times “The definitive life of Freud and one of the great
biographies of our time Charged with intellectual excitement, it is a chronicle of heroic struggle and adventurous
discovery.” — The Atlantic “A landmark of literature, a remarkable appreciation of one of the remarkable spirits of
the modern age.” — Scientific American “Superb drama Dr. Jones has managed to illuminate some obscure
corners of Freud’s first years with a thoroughness that would have astonished, and might well have dismayed, the
reticent and august Freud.” — The New Yorker “A masterpiece of contemporary biography The letters are also a
fascinating guide to the man. From them emerges suddenly a tough, jealous, ferocious figure.” — Time

Swinging Into Golf - Ernest Jones - 2013-04-16
Many of the earliest books, particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before, are now extremely scarce and
increasingly expensive. We are republishing these classic works in affordable, high quality, modern editions, using
the original text and artwork.
Sandor Ferenczi - Ernest Jones - Sandor Ferenczi - 2018-05-15
The Ferenczi-Jones correspondence presented here is an important document of the early history of
psychoanalysis. It spans more than two decades, and addresses many of the relevant issues of the psychoanalytic
movement between 1911-1933, such as Freud's relation to Stekel, Adler and Jung; the First World Wa;, the
debates of the 1920s regarding the theoretical and technical ideas of Rank and Ferenczi; problems of leadership,
structure, and finding a centre for the psychoanalytical movement; as well as issues related to telepathy and lay
analysis. It includes thirty-seven letters and six postcards, as well as original documents waiting to be found for
eight decades; these belong to the 'private', personal history of psychoanalysis and help to decode diverse aspects
of the experience preserved in these documentary memories of former generations.Perhaps the most interesting
aspect of this correspondence is how it allows us to build up a far more nuanced picture of the development of an
extraordinary relationship between Ferenczi and Jones. It could hardly be termed harmonious, and was not devoid
of rivalry and jealousy, sometimes even of hidden passion and outright hostility. Nevertheless, friendship,
sympathy, collegiality and readiness for cooperation were just as important for Ferenczi and Jones as rivalry,
mistrust and suspicion. This volume celebrates the 100th anniversary of the foundation in 1913 of both the British
and the Hungarian Psychoanalytical Societies.

Ernest Jones - Vincent Brome - 1983-04
Ernest Jones - Vincent Brome - 1983-04
Papers on Psycho-analysis - Ernest Jones - 1913
Papers on Psycho-analysis - Ernest Jones - 1913
Freud's Wizard - Brenda Maddox - 2009-04-27
The saturation of the English-speaking world with psychoanalytic concepts was due largely to one brilliant
analyst, Ernest Jones. As Freud's disciple, colleague, and biographer-and the man who rescued Freud from the
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ways touched the lives of both men and influenced their work - Loe Kann, Joan Riviere, Melanie Klein, and Anna
movement between 1911-1933, such as Freud's relation to Stekel, Adler and Jung; the First World Wa;, the
debates of the 1920s regarding the theoretical and technical ideas of Rank and Ferenczi; problems of leadership,
structure, and finding a centre for the psychoanalytical movement; as well as issues related to telepathy and lay
analysis. It includes thirty-seven letters and six postcards, as well as original documents waiting to be found for
eight decades; these belong to the 'private', personal history of psychoanalysis and help to decode diverse aspects
of the experience preserved in these documentary memories of former generations.Perhaps the most interesting
aspect of this correspondence is how it allows us to build up a far more nuanced picture of the development of an
extraordinary relationship between Ferenczi and Jones. It could hardly be termed harmonious, and was not devoid
of rivalry and jealousy, sometimes even of hidden passion and outright hostility. Nevertheless, friendship,
sympathy, collegiality and readiness for cooperation were just as important for Ferenczi and Jones as rivalry,
mistrust and suspicion. This volume celebrates the 100th anniversary of the foundation in 1913 of both the British
and the Hungarian Psychoanalytical Societies.

psychoanalysis. It spans more than two decades, and addresses many of the relevant issues of the psychoanalytic
Freud. While charting the progress of a personal friendship, this correspondence offers glimpses of the darker
events of the time - the last days of theAustro-Hungarian Empire, the First World War, the Russian Revolution,
and the rise of Nazism in Europe. Even though on a professional level the two correspondents differed on a
striking array of issues - such as the theory of anxiety, the death and aggressive instincts, child analysis, female
sexuality, and lay analysis - their letters are an affirmation of the intellectual and emotional bonds between these
two very different men, who, as Jones put it so poignantly in his last letter to Freud, had "both made a
contribution to human existence - even if in very different measure".

The Life of Ernest Jones - Frederick Leary - 1887

Autobiography - Sigmund Freud - Sigmund Freud - 2011-09-01
Many of the earliest books, particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before, are now extremely scarce and
increasingly expensive. We are republishing these classic works in affordable, high quality, modern editions, using
the original text and artwork.

Autobiography - Sigmund Freud - Sigmund Freud - 2011-09-01
Many of the earliest books, particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before, are now extremely scarce and
increasingly expensive. We are republishing these classic works in affordable, high quality, modern editions, using
the original text and artwork.

The Life of Ernest Jones - Frederick Leary - 1887
The Complete Correspondence of Sigmund Freud and Ernest Jones, 1908-1939 - Sigmund Freud - 1993
Soon after their first meeting in 1908, Freud's future biographer, Ernest Jones, initiated a correspondence with
the founder of psychoanalysis that would continue until Freud's death in London in 1939. Jones, a Welsh-born
neurologist, would become a principal player in the development of psychoanalysis in England and the United
States. This volume makes available from British and American archives nearly seven hundred previously
unpublished letters, postcards, and telegrams, the vast majority of the three-decade correspondence between
Freud and his admiring younger colleague. These letters and notes, dashed off almost compulsively in the odd
moments of busy professional lives in Toronto, Vienna, and London, in transit between meetings, or on holidays on
the Continent, provide a lively account of the early years of the psychoanalytic movement and its fortunes during
the turbulent interwar period. The reader is invited to share in the domestic and international news of the day, to
make the acquaintance of the prominent personalities among the first generation of Freud's followers, and to
witness the drama of complex rivalries and conflicting loyalties - including the personal and intellectual rupture
between Freud and Jung, and Jones's unrelenting effort to maneuver politically "behind the scenes" in order to
position himself within Freud's inner circle. Present in the correspondence also are the women who in differing
ways touched the lives of both men and influenced their work - Loe Kann, Joan Riviere, Melanie Klein, and Anna
Freud. While charting the progress of a personal friendship, this correspondence offers glimpses of the darker
events of the time - the last days of theAustro-Hungarian Empire, the First World War, the Russian Revolution,
and the rise of Nazism in Europe. Even though on a professional level the two correspondents differed on a
striking array of issues - such as the theory of anxiety, the death and aggressive instincts, child analysis, female
sexuality, and lay analysis - their letters are an affirmation of the intellectual and emotional bonds between these
two very different men, who, as Jones put it so poignantly in his last letter to Freud, had "both made a
contribution to human existence - even if in very different measure".

The Poetry of Ernest Jones Myth, Song, and the ‘Mighty Mind’ - Simon Rennie - 2016-05-20
As the last leader of the Chartist movement, Ernest Charles Jones (1819-69) is a significant historical figure, but
he is just as well-known for his political verse. His prison-composed epic The New World lays claim to being the
first poetic exploration of Marxist historical materialism, and his caustic short lyric ‘The Song of the Low’ appears
in most modern anthologies of Victorian poetry. Despite the prominence of Jones’s verse in Labour history circles,
and several major inclusions in critical discussions of working-class Victorian literature, this volume represents
the first full-length study of his poetry. Through close analysis and careful contextualization, this work traces
Jones’s poetic development from his early German and British Romantic influences through his radicalization,
imprisonment, and years of leadership. The poetry of this complex and controversial figure is here fully mapped
for the first time.
The Poetry of Ernest Jones Myth, Song, and the ‘Mighty Mind’ - Simon Rennie - 2016-05-20
As the last leader of the Chartist movement, Ernest Charles Jones (1819-69) is a significant historical figure, but
he is just as well-known for his political verse. His prison-composed epic The New World lays claim to being the
first poetic exploration of Marxist historical materialism, and his caustic short lyric ‘The Song of the Low’ appears
in most modern anthologies of Victorian poetry. Despite the prominence of Jones’s verse in Labour history circles,
and several major inclusions in critical discussions of working-class Victorian literature, this volume represents
the first full-length study of his poetry. Through close analysis and careful contextualization, this work traces
Jones’s poetic development from his early German and British Romantic influences through his radicalization,
imprisonment, and years of leadership. The poetry of this complex and controversial figure is here fully mapped
for the first time.
Freud, Biologist of the Mind - Frank J. Sulloway - 1992
An intellectual biography aiming to demonstrate, despite his denials, that Freud was a "biologist of the mind". The
author analyzes the political aspects of the complex myth of Freud as "psychoanalytic hero" as it served to
consolidate the analytic movement.

The Complete Correspondence of Sigmund Freud and Ernest Jones, 1908-1939 - Sigmund Freud - 1993
Soon after their first meeting in 1908, Freud's future biographer, Ernest Jones, initiated a correspondence with
the founder of psychoanalysis that would continue until Freud's death in London in 1939. Jones, a Welsh-born
neurologist, would become a principal player in the development of psychoanalysis in England and the United
States. This volume makes available from British and American archives nearly seven hundred previously
unpublished letters, postcards, and telegrams, the vast majority of the three-decade correspondence between
Freud and his admiring younger colleague. These letters and notes, dashed off almost compulsively in the odd
moments of busy professional lives in Toronto, Vienna, and London, in transit between meetings, or on holidays on
the Continent, provide a lively account of the early years of the psychoanalytic movement and its fortunes during
the turbulent interwar period. The reader is invited to share in the domestic and international news of the day, to
make the acquaintance of the prominent personalities among the first generation of Freud's followers, and to
witness the drama of complex rivalries and conflicting loyalties - including the personal and intellectual rupture
between Freud and Jung, and Jones's unrelenting effort to maneuver politically "behind the scenes" in order to
position himself within Freud's inner circle. Present in the correspondence also are the women who in differing
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Freud, Biologist of the Mind - Frank J. Sulloway - 1992
An intellectual biography aiming to demonstrate, despite his denials, that Freud was a "biologist of the mind". The
author analyzes the political aspects of the complex myth of Freud as "psychoanalytic hero" as it served to
consolidate the analytic movement.
Becoming Freud - Adam Phillips - 2014-05-27
A long-time editor of the new Penguin Modern Classics translations of Sigmund Freud offers a fresh look at the
father of psychoanalysis.
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creator Since the 1970s, Sigmund Freud’s scientific reputation has been in an accelerating tailspin—but
A long-time editor of the new Penguin Modern Classics translations of Sigmund Freud offers a fresh look at the
father of psychoanalysis.

Becoming Freud - Adam Phillips - 2014-05-27
nonetheless the idea persists that some of his contributions were visionary discoveries of lasting value. Now,
drawing on rarely consulted archives, Frederick Crews has assembled a great volume of evidence that reveals a
surprising new Freud: a man who blundered tragicomically in his dealings with patients, who in fact never cured
anyone, who promoted cocaine as a miracle drug capable of curing a wide range of diseases, and who advanced
his career through falsifying case histories and betraying the mentors who had helped him to rise. The legend has
persisted, Crews shows, thanks to Freud’s fictive self-invention as a master detective of the psyche, and later
through a campaign of censorship and falsification conducted by his followers. A monumental biographical study
and a slashing critique, Freud: The Making of an Illusion will stand as the last word on one of the most significant
and contested figures of the twentieth century.

Ernest Jones, Chartism, and the Romance of Politics 1819-1869 - Miles Taylor - 2003-01-01
This is a full modern biography of Ernest Jones (1819-69), the last of the Chartist leaders. The book combines an
account of his colourful political career in the age of reform with an assessment of his literary achievement.
Ernest Jones, Chartism, and the Romance of Politics 1819-1869 - Miles Taylor - 2003-01-01
This is a full modern biography of Ernest Jones (1819-69), the last of the Chartist leaders. The book combines an
account of his colourful political career in the age of reform with an assessment of his literary achievement.

On the Nightmare - Ernest Jones - 2013-10
This is a new release of the original 1951 edition.

Freud - Joel Whitebook - 2017-01-16
The life and work of Sigmund Freud continue to fascinate general and professional readers alike. Joel Whitebook
here presents the first major biography of Freud since the last century, taking into account recent developments
in psychoanalytic theory and practice, gender studies, philosophy, cultural theory, and more. Offering a radically
new portrait of the creator of psychoanalysis, this book explores the man in all his complexity alongside an
interpretation of his theories that cuts through the stereotypes that surround him. The development of Freud's
thinking is addressed not only in the context of his personal life, but also in that of society and culture at large,
while the impact of his thinking on subsequent issues of psychoanalysis, philosophy, and social theory is fully
examined. Whitebook demonstrates that declarations of Freud's obsolescence are premature, and, with his clear
and engaging style, brings this vivid figure to life in compelling and readable fashion.

On the Nightmare - Ernest Jones - 2013-10
This is a new release of the original 1951 edition.
Anna Freud - Elisabeth Young-Bruehl - 2008-10-01
This new edition of the biography of pioneering child analyst Anna Freud includes, among other features, a major
retrospective introduction by the author.
Anna Freud - Elisabeth Young-Bruehl - 2008-10-01
This new edition of the biography of pioneering child analyst Anna Freud includes, among other features, a major
retrospective introduction by the author.

Freud - Joel Whitebook - 2017-01-16
The life and work of Sigmund Freud continue to fascinate general and professional readers alike. Joel Whitebook
here presents the first major biography of Freud since the last century, taking into account recent developments
in psychoanalytic theory and practice, gender studies, philosophy, cultural theory, and more. Offering a radically
new portrait of the creator of psychoanalysis, this book explores the man in all his complexity alongside an
interpretation of his theories that cuts through the stereotypes that surround him. The development of Freud's
thinking is addressed not only in the context of his personal life, but also in that of society and culture at large,
while the impact of his thinking on subsequent issues of psychoanalysis, philosophy, and social theory is fully
examined. Whitebook demonstrates that declarations of Freud's obsolescence are premature, and, with his clear
and engaging style, brings this vivid figure to life in compelling and readable fashion.

Sylvia Stark, a Pioneer - Victoria Scott - 1991
Chronicles the life of a woman who was born as a slave in Missouri in 1839, moved with her family to California,
and later lived on a small island off the coast of British Columbia until she was 105.
Sylvia Stark, a Pioneer - Victoria Scott - 1991
Chronicles the life of a woman who was born as a slave in Missouri in 1839, moved with her family to California,
and later lived on a small island off the coast of British Columbia until she was 105.
The Life and Work of Sigmund Freud: The last phase, 1919-1939 - Ernest Jones - 1953

Brain, Mind, and Behavior - Ernest Jones - 2019-07-23
Book for Psychology 4: Brain, Mind, and Behavior for Ernie Jones' classes at Las Positas College

The Life and Work of Sigmund Freud: The last phase, 1919-1939 - Ernest Jones - 1953
The Life of Ernest Jones - Frederick Leary - 2020-01-17

Brain, Mind, and Behavior - Ernest Jones - 2019-07-23
Book for Psychology 4: Brain, Mind, and Behavior for Ernie Jones' classes at Las Positas College

The Life of Ernest Jones - Frederick Leary - 2020-01-17

Freud - Frederick Crews - 2017-08-22
From the master of Freud debunkers, the book that definitively puts an end to the myth of psychoanalysis and its
creator Since the 1970s, Sigmund Freud’s scientific reputation has been in an accelerating tailspin—but
nonetheless the idea persists that some of his contributions were visionary discoveries of lasting value. Now,
drawing on rarely consulted archives, Frederick Crews has assembled a great volume of evidence that reveals a
surprising new Freud: a man who blundered tragicomically in his dealings with patients, who in fact never cured
anyone, who promoted cocaine as a miracle drug capable of curing a wide range of diseases, and who advanced
his career through falsifying case histories and betraying the mentors who had helped him to rise. The legend has
persisted, Crews shows, thanks to Freud’s fictive self-invention as a master detective of the psyche, and later
through a campaign of censorship and falsification conducted by his followers. A monumental biographical study
and a slashing critique, Freud: The Making of an Illusion will stand as the last word on one of the most significant
and contested figures of the twentieth century.

The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman - Ernest J. Gaines - 2012-10-24
"This is a novel in the guise of the tape-recorded recollections of a black woman who has lived 110 years, who has
been both a slave and a witness to the black militancy of the 1960's. In this woman Ernest Gaines has created a
legendary figure, a woman equipped to stand beside William Faulkner's Dilsey in The Sound And The Fury." Miss
Jane Pittman, like Dilsey, has 'endured,' has seen almost everything and foretold the rest. Gaines' novel brings to
mind other great works The Odyssey for the way his heroine's travels manage to summarize the American history
of her race, and Huckleberry Finn for the clarity of her voice, for her rare capacity to sort through the mess of
years and things to find the one true story in it all." -- Geoffrey Wolff, Newsweek. "Stunning. I know of no black
novel about the South that excludes quite the same refreshing mix of wit and wrath, imagination and indignation,
misery and poetry. And I can recall no more memorable female character in Southern fiction since Lena of
Faulkner's Light In August than Miss Jane Pittman." -- Josh Greenfeld, Life

Freud - Frederick Crews - 2017-08-22
From the master of Freud debunkers, the book that definitively puts an end to the myth of psychoanalysis and its

The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman - Ernest J. Gaines - 2012-10-24
"This is a novel in the guise of the tape-recorded recollections of a black woman who has lived 110 years, who has
been both a slave and a witness to the black militancy of the 1960's. In this woman Ernest Gaines has created a
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Raised like a princess in one of the most powerful families in the American South, Henrietta Bingham was offered
Jane Pittman, like Dilsey, has 'endured,' has seen almost everything and foretold the rest. Gaines' novel brings to
mind other great works The Odyssey for the way his heroine's travels manage to summarize the American history
of her race, and Huckleberry Finn for the clarity of her voice, for her rare capacity to sort through the mess of
years and things to find the one true story in it all." -- Geoffrey Wolff, Newsweek. "Stunning. I know of no black
novel about the South that excludes quite the same refreshing mix of wit and wrath, imagination and indignation,
misery and poetry. And I can recall no more memorable female character in Southern fiction since Lena of
Faulkner's Light In August than Miss Jane Pittman." -- Josh Greenfeld, Life

legendary figure, a woman equipped to stand beside William Faulkner's Dilsey in The Sound And The Fury." Miss
the helm of a publishing empire. Instead, she ripped through the Jazz Age like an F. Scott Fitzgerald character:
intoxicating and intoxicated, selfish and shameless, seductive and brilliant, endearing and often terribly troubled.
In New York, Louisville, and London, she drove both men and women wild with desire, and her youth blazed with
sex. But her love affairs with women made her the subject of derision and caused a doctor to try to cure her
queerness. After the speed and pleasure of her early days, the toxicity of judgment from others coupled with her
own anxieties resulted in years of addiction and breakdowns. And perhaps most painfully, she became a source of
embarrassment for her family-she was labeled "a three-dollar bill." But forebears can become fairy-tale figures,
especially when they defy tradition and are spoken of only in whispers. For the biographer and historian Emily
Bingham, the secret of who her great-aunt was, and just why her story was concealed for so long, led to
Irrepressible: The Jazz Age Life of Henrietta Bingham. Henrietta rode the cultural cusp as a muse to the
Bloomsbury Group, the daughter of the ambassador to the United Kingdom during the rise of Nazism, the
seductress of royalty and athletic champions, and a pre-Stonewall figure who never buckled to convention.
Henrietta's audacious physicality made her unforgettable in her own time, and her ecstatic and harrowing life
serves as an astonishing reminder of the stories lying buried in our own families.

Freud in Cambridge - John Forrester - 2017-02-28
The authors explore the influence of Freud's thinking on twentieth-century intellectual and scientific life within
Cambridge and beyond.
Freud in Cambridge - John Forrester - 2017-02-28
The authors explore the influence of Freud's thinking on twentieth-century intellectual and scientific life within
Cambridge and beyond.

The Harbor - Ernest Poole - 2014-09-06
The Harbor, by Ernest Pootle, is set amongst the proletariat of the industrial Brooklyn waterfront. Sympathetic
with socialism, it is considered one of the first American fictional works to present a positive opinion of trade
unions. His novel His Family made him the first recipient of the Pulitzer Prize for the Novel (1918). But according
to one commentator: “The consensus is that it's the lesser of the two works, that the Pulitzer committee was really
honoring Poole for The Harbor”.

Understanding the Golf Swing - - 2018-01-16
This modern classic of golf instruction by renowned teacher Manuel de la Torre (the 1986 PGA Teacher of the
Year and the #11 teacher in America as ranked by the editors of Golf Digest in 2007) presents a simpler approach
to the golf swing based on Ernest Jones’s principles. Understanding the Golf Swing includes information on the
philosophy of the golf swing (with emphasis on the development of a true swinging motion), the most thorough
analysis of ball flights available, and analysis of the principles of special shot play (including sand play, pitching,
chipping, putting, and playing unusual shots) and the mental side of golf and effective course management. The
final chapter offers an organized approach to understanding golf courses and playing conditions. The result is a
blend of philosophy and practical advice found in few golf instructional books.

The Harbor - Ernest Poole - 2014-09-06
The Harbor, by Ernest Pootle, is set amongst the proletariat of the industrial Brooklyn waterfront. Sympathetic
with socialism, it is considered one of the first American fictional works to present a positive opinion of trade
unions. His novel His Family made him the first recipient of the Pulitzer Prize for the Novel (1918). But according
to one commentator: “The consensus is that it's the lesser of the two works, that the Pulitzer committee was really
honoring Poole for The Harbor”.

Understanding the Golf Swing - - 2018-01-16
This modern classic of golf instruction by renowned teacher Manuel de la Torre (the 1986 PGA Teacher of the
Year and the #11 teacher in America as ranked by the editors of Golf Digest in 2007) presents a simpler approach
to the golf swing based on Ernest Jones’s principles. Understanding the Golf Swing includes information on the
philosophy of the golf swing (with emphasis on the development of a true swinging motion), the most thorough
analysis of ball flights available, and analysis of the principles of special shot play (including sand play, pitching,
chipping, putting, and playing unusual shots) and the mental side of golf and effective course management. The
final chapter offers an organized approach to understanding golf courses and playing conditions. The result is a
blend of philosophy and practical advice found in few golf instructional books.

T.L.S. to Leslie Dewart Concerning Jones's Biography of Freud - Ernest Jones - 1957
T.L.S. to Leslie Dewart Concerning Jones's Biography of Freud - Ernest Jones - 1957
Ernest Hemingway - Mary V. Dearborn - 2017
A full biography of Ernest Hemingway draws on a wide range of previously untapped material and offers
particular insight into the private demons that both inspired and tormented him.

Irrepressible - Emily Bingham - 2015-06-16
Raised like a princess in one of the most powerful families in the American South, Henrietta Bingham was offered
the helm of a publishing empire. Instead, she ripped through the Jazz Age like an F. Scott Fitzgerald character:
intoxicating and intoxicated, selfish and shameless, seductive and brilliant, endearing and often terribly troubled.
In New York, Louisville, and London, she drove both men and women wild with desire, and her youth blazed with
sex. But her love affairs with women made her the subject of derision and caused a doctor to try to cure her
queerness. After the speed and pleasure of her early days, the toxicity of judgment from others coupled with her
own anxieties resulted in years of addiction and breakdowns. And perhaps most painfully, she became a source of
embarrassment for her family-she was labeled "a three-dollar bill." But forebears can become fairy-tale figures,
especially when they defy tradition and are spoken of only in whispers. For the biographer and historian Emily
Bingham, the secret of who her great-aunt was, and just why her story was concealed for so long, led to
Irrepressible: The Jazz Age Life of Henrietta Bingham. Henrietta rode the cultural cusp as a muse to the
Bloomsbury Group, the daughter of the ambassador to the United Kingdom during the rise of Nazism, the
seductress of royalty and athletic champions, and a pre-Stonewall figure who never buckled to convention.
Henrietta's audacious physicality made her unforgettable in her own time, and her ecstatic and harrowing life
serves as an astonishing reminder of the stories lying buried in our own families.

Ernest Hemingway - Mary V. Dearborn - 2017
A full biography of Ernest Hemingway draws on a wide range of previously untapped material and offers
particular insight into the private demons that both inspired and tormented him.
Armada - Ernest Cline - 2018-11-06
From the bestselling author of "Ready Player One." After sighting a UFO, high-school student Zack and his new
comrades must scramble to prepare for an alien onslaught, in this rollicking, surprising thriller and coming-of-age
adventure.
Armada - Ernest Cline - 2018-11-06
From the bestselling author of "Ready Player One." After sighting a UFO, high-school student Zack and his new
comrades must scramble to prepare for an alien onslaught, in this rollicking, surprising thriller and coming-of-age
adventure.
Swing the Clubhead - Ernest Jones - 2019-02-22
Ernest Jones, one of the greatest teachers in golf history, presents his simple yet effective method for improving
your swing. With easy to follow exercises, helpful illustrations, and his own proven techniques, Jones will help you
swing your way to a lower score in no time.

Irrepressible - Emily Bingham - 2015-06-16
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Dr. Richard I. Evans, who dedicated much of his professional career to documenting conversations with eminent
Swing the Clubhead - Ernest Jones - 2019-02-22
Ernest Jones, one of the greatest teachers in golf history, presents his simple yet effective method for improving
your swing. With easy to follow exercises, helpful illustrations, and his own proven techniques, Jones will help you
swing your way to a lower score in no time.

psychologists on film in recorded Interviews. The historical record of psychology is enriched by these recordings.
Black Apollo of Science - Kenneth R. Manning - 1985-01-03
This biography illuminates the racial attitudes of an elite group of American scientists and foundation officers. It
is the story of a complex and unhappy man. It blends social, institutional, black, and political history with the
history of science.

The Man from the Future: The Visionary Life of John von Neumann - Ananyo Bhattacharya - 2022-02-22
An electrifying biography of one of the most extraordinary scientists of the twentieth century and the world he
made. The smartphones in our pockets and computers like brains. The vagaries of game theory and evolutionary
biology. Nuclear weapons and self-replicating spacecrafts. All bear the fingerprints of one remarkable, yet largely
overlooked, man: John von Neumann. Born in Budapest at the turn of the century, von Neumann is one of the
most influential scientists to have ever lived. A child prodigy, he mastered calculus by the age of eight, and in high
school made lasting contributions to mathematics. In Germany, where he helped lay the foundations of quantum
mechanics, and later at Princeton, von Neumann’s colleagues believed he had the fastest brain on the planet—bar
none. He was instrumental in the Manhattan Project and the design of the atom bomb; he helped formulate the
bedrock of Cold War geopolitics and modern economic theory; he created the first ever programmable digital
computer; he prophesized the potential of nanotechnology; and, from his deathbed, he expounded on the limits of
brains and computers—and how they might be overcome. Taking us on an astonishing journey, Ananyo
Bhattacharya explores how a combination of genius and unique historical circumstance allowed a single man to
sweep through a stunningly diverse array of fields, sparking revolutions wherever he went. The Man from the
Future is an insightful and thrilling intellectual biography of the visionary thinker who shaped our century.

Black Apollo of Science - Kenneth R. Manning - 1985-01-03
This biography illuminates the racial attitudes of an elite group of American scientists and foundation officers. It
is the story of a complex and unhappy man. It blends social, institutional, black, and political history with the
history of science.
The Life of Ernest Jones - Frederick Leary - 2013-12-10
This is a reproduction of a book published before 1923. This book may have occasional imperfections such as
missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. that were either part of the original artifact, or were
introduced by the scanning process. We believe this work is culturally important, and despite the imperfections,
have elected to bring it back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works
worldwide. We appreciate your understanding of the imperfections in the preservation process, and hope you
enjoy this valuable book.
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school made lasting contributions to mathematics. In Germany, where he helped lay the foundations of quantum
mechanics, and later at Princeton, von Neumann’s colleagues believed he had the fastest brain on the planet—bar
none. He was instrumental in the Manhattan Project and the design of the atom bomb; he helped formulate the
bedrock of Cold War geopolitics and modern economic theory; he created the first ever programmable digital
computer; he prophesized the potential of nanotechnology; and, from his deathbed, he expounded on the limits of
brains and computers—and how they might be overcome. Taking us on an astonishing journey, Ananyo
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The Road to Unity in Psychoanalytic Theory - Leo Rangell, M.D. - 2006-12-28
This book notes the rise and fall of psychoanalysis within the intellectual sciences, and attributes the decline to
the fragmentation of its basic theory. Following an analysis of the course of development of its theory, including
the roles of human conflict combined with divisive ideas, the author indicates a total, composite cumulative theory
that could restore the inspirational quality previously enjoyed by the discipline.
The Road to Unity in Psychoanalytic Theory - Leo Rangell, M.D. - 2006-12-28
This book notes the rise and fall of psychoanalysis within the intellectual sciences, and attributes the decline to
the fragmentation of its basic theory. Following an analysis of the course of development of its theory, including
the roles of human conflict combined with divisive ideas, the author indicates a total, composite cumulative theory
that could restore the inspirational quality previously enjoyed by the discipline.

Richard I. Evans' Conversations with Carl Jung and Reactions from Ernest Jones - Richard I. Evans 2020-08-20
The main focus of the Center for the History of Psychology Series Is publishing historically significant primary
sources in book form. This volume Is a reprint of Richard I. Evans' 1964 book documenting portions of filmed
conversations with Carl Jung at his home in the 1950s and subsequent conversations with Ernest Jones, and
Includes new material presented In Evans' subsequent editions. We wish to present historians, students, and
enthusiasts a robust research tool for exploring the work of not only early psychologist Dr. Carl Jung, but also of
Dr. Richard I. Evans, who dedicated much of his professional career to documenting conversations with eminent
psychologists on film in recorded Interviews. The historical record of psychology is enriched by these recordings.

Karl Abraham - Anna Bentinck van Schoonheten - 2018-05-08
This book provides the reader with rich evidence of the very contemporaneity of Karl Abraham, reminding the
reader of his unique clinical contributions to such diverse areas of concentration as the psychoses, depression,
and the pre-oedipal.
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Freud's Moses - Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi - 1993-01-01
Moses and Monotheism, Freud's last major book and the only one specifically devoted to a Jewish theme, has
proved to be one of the most controversial and enigmatic works in the Freudian canon. Among other things, Freud
claims in the book that Moses was an Egyptian, that he derived the notion of monotheism from Egyptian concepts,
and that after he introduced monotheism to the Jews he was killed by them. Since these historical and
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inner life--of his allegedly unresolved Oedipal complex and ambivalence over his Jewish identity. In Freud's Moses
a distinguished historian of the Jews brings a new perspective to this puzzling work. Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi
argues that while attempts to psychoanalyze Freud's text may be potentially fruitful, they must be preceded by a
genuine effort to understand what Freud consciously wanted to convey to his readers. Using both historical and
philological analysis, Yerushalmi offers new insights into Freud's intentions in writing Moses and Monotheism. He
presents the work as Freud's psychoanalytic history of the Jews, Judaism, and the Jewish psyche--his attempt,
under the shadow of Nazism, to discover what has made the Jews what they are. In the process Yerushalmi's
eloquent and sensitive exploration of Freud's last work provides a reappraisal of Freud's feelings toward antiSemitism and the gentile world, his ambivalence about psychoanalysis as a "Jewish" science, his relationship to
his father, and above all a new appreciation of the depth and intensity of Freud's identity as a "godless Jew."

first to solve them will inherit his vast fortune—and control of the OASIS itself. Then Wade cracks the first clue.
Suddenly he’s beset by rivals who’ll kill to take this prize. The race is on—and the only way to survive is to win.
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY Entertainment Weekly • San Francisco Chronicle • Village
Voice • Chicago Sun-Times • iO9 • The AV Club “Delightful . . . the grown-up’s Harry Potter.”—HuffPost “An
addictive read . . . part intergalactic scavenger hunt, part romance, and all heart.”—CNN “A most excellent ride . .
. Cline stuffs his novel with a cornucopia of pop culture, as if to wink to the reader.”—Boston Globe “Ridiculously
fun and large-hearted . . . Cline is that rare writer who can translate his own dorky enthusiasms into prose that’s
both hilarious and compassionate.”—NPR “[A] fantastic page-turner . . . starts out like a simple bit of fun and
winds up feeling like a rich and plausible picture of future friendships in a world not too distant from our
own.”—iO9

Freud's Moses - Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi - 1993-01-01
Moses and Monotheism, Freud's last major book and the only one specifically devoted to a Jewish theme, has
proved to be one of the most controversial and enigmatic works in the Freudian canon. Among other things, Freud
claims in the book that Moses was an Egyptian, that he derived the notion of monotheism from Egyptian concepts,
and that after he introduced monotheism to the Jews he was killed by them. Since these historical and
ethnographic assumptions have been generally rejected by biblical scholars, anthropologists, and historians of
religion, the book has increasingly been approached psychoanalytically, as a psychological document of Freud's
inner life--of his allegedly unresolved Oedipal complex and ambivalence over his Jewish identity. In Freud's Moses
a distinguished historian of the Jews brings a new perspective to this puzzling work. Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi
argues that while attempts to psychoanalyze Freud's text may be potentially fruitful, they must be preceded by a
genuine effort to understand what Freud consciously wanted to convey to his readers. Using both historical and
philological analysis, Yerushalmi offers new insights into Freud's intentions in writing Moses and Monotheism. He
presents the work as Freud's psychoanalytic history of the Jews, Judaism, and the Jewish psyche--his attempt,
under the shadow of Nazism, to discover what has made the Jews what they are. In the process Yerushalmi's
eloquent and sensitive exploration of Freud's last work provides a reappraisal of Freud's feelings toward antiSemitism and the gentile world, his ambivalence about psychoanalysis as a "Jewish" science, his relationship to
his father, and above all a new appreciation of the depth and intensity of Freud's identity as a "godless Jew."

Fifty Tales of Toronto - Donald Jones - 1992-12-15
Donald Jones' walking tours of Toronto have drawn crowds of up to 5000 at a time. His 'Historic Toronto' column
in the Star has proved one of the city's most widely read newspaper features. Now for the first time he has
gathered together some of his personal favourites – stories of triumph and treachery, the celebrated and the
notorious. The result is a richly entertaining collage of amazing and amusing tales of the city and its people. Here
we learn that the first airmail plane in Canada landed in Toronto so loaded with liquor it could barely fly. We find
out how a forgery by John Strachan brought tens of thousands of immigrants to the city. Jones recounts the visits
to Toronto by great writers, including Oscar Wilde and Charles Dickens, and tells of Torontonians who made
international names for themselves, like Bea Lillie and Elizabeth Arden. Old mysteries still unsolved are
reconsidered: Was the founder of Upper Canada College the real hero of the battle of Waterloo? How did Prince
George, remembered in the name of the Princes' Gates, really die? Did Toronto's Captain Roy Brown in fact kill
the Red Baron during 'the most controversial 60 seconds in the history of aerial warfare'? At the heart of his
stories are people. Some of their names have been forgotten and deserve to be remembered: Dr. Anderson Abbott,
Canada's first black doctor, who was greatly admired by Lincoln; Margaret Saunders, whose book Beautiful Joe
has sold 7 million copies to date; and Ernest Jones, who helped Freud escape from Austria and the Gestapo. Old
Toronto comes vividly to life in these tales. For the hundreds of thousands of Star readers who love Donald Jones'
columns, here is a collection of the best. And for those who have yet to discover the delights of his perspective on
the city, Fifty Tales of Toronto provides a marvellous introduction to its history.

Ready Player One - Ernest Cline - 2011-08-16
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Now a major motion picture directed by Steven Spielberg. “Enchanting . . .
Willy Wonka meets The Matrix.”—USA Today • “As one adventure leads expertly to the next, time simply
evaporates.”—Entertainment Weekly A world at stake. A quest for the ultimate prize. Are you ready? In the year
2045, reality is an ugly place. The only time Wade Watts really feels alive is when he’s jacked into the OASIS, a
vast virtual world where most of humanity spends their days. When the eccentric creator of the OASIS dies, he
leaves behind a series of fiendish puzzles, based on his obsession with the pop culture of decades past. Whoever is
first to solve them will inherit his vast fortune—and control of the OASIS itself. Then Wade cracks the first clue.
Suddenly he’s beset by rivals who’ll kill to take this prize. The race is on—and the only way to survive is to win.
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fun and large-hearted . . . Cline is that rare writer who can translate his own dorky enthusiasms into prose that’s
both hilarious and compassionate.”—NPR “[A] fantastic page-turner . . . starts out like a simple bit of fun and
winds up feeling like a rich and plausible picture of future friendships in a world not too distant from our
own.”—iO9
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